
Theme: Changes-In and Around Me 
*Alphabet Knowledge:  
Distinguish between letters that can be easily 
confused because of their similarities *Phonological 
Awareness: Recognize and produce rhyming 
words 
*Concepts of Print: Notice uppercase letter at 
beginning of sentence and punctuation at end of 
sentence  
*Math: Measuring Time  
*Word of the Week: change  
Change means to become different or replace 
one thing for another. 
Use the Word of the Week at home. You might 
ask: Have you noticed any changes in our neigh-

borhood?  

 
 
 

Dear Families, 

This week we are beginning a new theme in our classroom, “Changes”. 
Children will explore the concept of change and its effects. Change can 
happen over a long period of time or in a moment. Some changes are 
hardly noticed and others make a big impact. Changes happen to   
everyone.  

Talk about it… 

 
Watch it Change 
Take this opportunity to observe a change in nature. Look in your 
yard, a neighborhood park, or at the entrance to school. Find a flow-
er bud, sprouting weed, or an anthill. Look at it closely and talk 
about possible changes. You might even take a photo. Check every 
day to see if anything changes. 
 
Just a Minute 
Help your child begin to understand time. Set up an activity to see 
how many times your child can complete a task in one minute. First, 
explain the task (for example: put ten pennies in a straight line, draw 
a smiley face, or stack four blocks). Use a timer, count how many 
times your child does the task before time runs out. After sharing 
how many times the task was completed, ask: Were you surprised 
by this number? Why? How would you describe the length of a mi-
nute? 

More Words to Know….. 
after  short 
before  calendar  
clock  finish 
long  minute 
time   timer 
Coming Next Week: We will explore ways 
that the earth changes including weather, day 
and night, and seasons. 

Important Dates 

 
5/2– Our Teachers Rock!!! Dress in 80’s Gear!! 
5/3– Aikin Kindergarten Field Trip 
5/2-6 Teacher Appreciation Week 
5/6– Mom’s to Music 
5/10– Mother’s day Program– Gallegos 
5/12– Park Day 
5/25-Graduation 9:00– Brazeal, Ray 
5/26– Graduation 9:00– Foreman, Bolton, 
Gallegos    10:30 Rhodes, Rainey, Williams 
5/26- Last day of school 
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Important Reminders… 
Please send a water bottle 
with your child either daily 
or to leave for the week.   
Check important dates!!  


